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Introduction: Facial nerve injury significantly impacts both the physical and
psychological] wellbeing of patients. Despite advancements, there are still
limitations associated with autografts transplantation. Consequently, there is
an urgent need for effective artificial grafts to address these limitations and
repair injuries. Recent years have witnessed the recognition of the beneficial
effects of chitosan (CS) and graphene in the realm of nerve repair. Dental pulp
stem cells (DPSCs) hold great promise due to their high proliferative and multi-
directional differentiation capabilities.

Methods: In this study, Graphene/CS (G/CST) composite tubes were synthesized
and their physical, chemical and biological properties were evaluated, then
DPSCs were employed as seed cells and G/CST as a scaffold to investigate
their combined effect on promoting facial nerve injury repair.

Results and Disscussion: The experimental results indicate that G/CST possesses
favorable physical and chemical properties, along with good cyto-compatibility.
making it suitable for repairing facial nerve transection injuries. Furthermore, the
synergistic application of G/CST and DPSCs significantly enhanced the repair
process for a 10 mm facial nerve defect in rabbits, highlighting the efficacy of
graphene as a reinforcement material and DPSCs as a functional material in facial
nerve injury repair. This approach offers an effective treatment strategy and
introduces a novel concept for clinically managing facial nerve injuries.
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Introduction

Due to factors such as trauma, tumors and iatrogenic causes, facial nerve injury is a
common clinical condition in oral and maxillofacial surgery. Complete rupture of nerve
fibers resulting from facial nerve defects has a significant impact on the physical and mental
wellbeing of patients (Takezawa et al., 2018). Effectively repairing facial nerve injuries has
always presented a major challenge for clinicians. While autologous nerve transplantation is
the most effective treatment for long-distance facial nerve defects, it still faces numerous
limitations, including limited donor sources and denervation in the donor area. Allogeneic
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nerve transplantation encounters issues with immune rejection.
Although autologous blood vessels, muscles, nerve sheaths,
ligaments, and other materials have shown some efficacy in nerve
injury repair, they are hindered by limited availability, restricting
their widespread clinical application (Modrak et al., 2020).
Therefore, in recent years, finding a less invasive facial nerve
repair method with comparable effectiveness to autologous nerve
transplantation has emerged as a research focus (Hou et al., 2023).

In recent years, the development of optimal nerve conduitmaterials
to facilitate facial nerve repair has emerged as a research focal point.
Nerve conduits serve to bridge the severed ends of a nerve, offering
adequate space for nerve regeneration. They play a crucial role in
supporting nerve regeneration and promoting axon growth, while also
preventing interference from surrounding tissues in the nerve
regeneration process. Nerve conduits exhibit significant potential for
application in facial nerve regeneration, despite the proliferation of
numerous conduit designs, an ideal solution remains elusive. Hence,
continued research in this domain is imperative.

CS is a kind of natural macromolecule polysaccharide with good
biocompatibility, degradability and excellent biological properties.
The amino group in its molecular structure makes it more reactive
and easy to be chemically modified. In recent years, it has been
gradually applied in the field of tissue engineering, and studies have
shown that it is beneficial to the growth of nerve cells and the repair of
nerve injury (Cong et al., 2024). CS tubes (CST) serve as nerve
conduits have consequently demonstrated promising outcomes in
nerve repair, and the potential application of CS in tissue engineering
has gained recognition (Zhang et al., 2023). Our previous studies
showed that CST combined with directed fibrin promoted the repair
of facial nerve injury in rabbits (Mu et al., 2021). However, the efficacy
of this repair was still inferior to that achieved with autologous nerve
transplantation. Additionally, we observed excessive degradation of
CST before completion of the repair process, the rate of degradation
did not fully match the rate of nerve regeneration leading to
deterioration in its mechanical properties. Consequently, it is
imperative to further optimize CST to better align with the
structural and functional requirements necessary for promoting
nerve regeneration by combining with some reinforcing materials
to enhance its mechanical strength (Jafarisavari et al., 2024).

Since the appearance of single-layer graphene in 2004 (Novoselov
et al., 2004), graphene and its derived carbon materials have attracted
wide attention due to their excellent physicochemical and
optoelectronic properties. As a two-dimensional carbon
nanomaterial, graphene has strong mechanical properties, which can
provide good support strength whether used alone or in combination
with other materials. In addition, graphene has excellent electrical
conductivity, and its prepared materials have bioelectrical activity
that is conducive to signal transmission. Therefore, it is regarded as
an ideal scaffold material in the field of neural tissue engineering (Zhao
et al., 2024a). Increasingly, studies have confirmed the significant
potential of graphene nanotechnology in repairing peripheral nerves
(Grijalvo and Díaz, 2021). Lu et al. (Zhao et al., 2024b) prepared good
biocompatible graphene-based fibers with good electrical and
mechanical properties, which were used to repair sciatic nerve injury
in rats combined with electrical stimulation, and achieved similar
therapeutic effects as autologous nerve transplantation, proving that
graphene-based materials are promising methods for the treatment of
peripheral nerve defects. Zhao et al. (Zhao et al., 2023) prepared

chitosan/graphene oxide (GO) membranes by electrodeposition that
promote the upregulation of nerve markers in Schwann cells, which
they prepared as nerve guide conduit to repair a 10-mm sciatic nerve
defect in rats. The results showed that the sciatic nerve function and
nerve tissue recovery were improved, which was similar to the results of
the autologous nerve transplantation group. It is demonstrated that
graphene and its derived materials have great application potential in
the field of peripheral nerve injury. However, the application of
graphene in the repair of facial nerve injury is still relatively rare,
and who combined with CS to repair facial nerve injury has not been
reported, so the study of the effect of G/CST in the repair of facial nerve
injury is necessary. In this study, graphene as reinforcement material
mixed with CS to prepare composite tubes is expected to improve the
physical and chemical properties of CST, thereby promoting the repair
of nerve injury.

Stem cell technology can achieve the purpose of repairing the
injury by transplanting stem cells to the injured site, by regulating
the biological behavior of stem cells, reconstructing the structure
and function of the injured site, which has great application
potential in nervous system diseases. Because of its homology
with Schwann cells, an important glial cell in the peripheral
nervous system, DPSCs have great potential in the repair of facial
nerve repair. DPSCs derived from the neural crest, and have strong
proliferation and differentiation ability, which is a kind of
pluripotent mesenchymal stem cells with great application value.
Compared to other stem cells, DPSCs possess distinct advantages in
neural differentiation (Ullah et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2021), they can
secrete neurotrophic factors (Sultan et al., 2020) to exert
neuroprotective functions, which Saez et al. found to promote
regeneration of the facial nerve trunk (Saez et al., 2019).

The reconstruction and recovery of tissue and function after
facial nerve injury is still a major challenge. The limitation of existing
treatment options leads to the urgent need to develop nerve tubes
that can effectively guide facial nerve regeneration. Our previous
study showed that CSTs have good biocompatibility, but the simple
CSTs degrade rapidly and the mechanical properties need to be
enhanced. In this study, graphene was used as a reinforcing material
to prepare a composite tube with CS, the prepared G/CSTs were
examined through material testing and the biocompatibility was
evaluated in vitro. Then DPSCs were used as bioactive functional
components in combination with the G/CSTs to repair facial nerve
injury in vivo, and the reparative effects of which were investigated
in order to provide novel strategies for facial nerve injury repair and
instill hope in patients afflicted with such injuries. To date, there
have been no reports on the assessment of utilizing G/CSTs alone or
in combination with DPSCs for repairing rabbit facial nerve injuries
and enhancing functional recovery.

Materials and methods

Preparation of the synthetic tubes

Sodium hydroxide powder (Boster) was dissolved in distilled
water to obtain a solution of 1 mol/L. CS powder (Aladdin) was
added to 1% aqueous acetic acid (Tianjin Tianli Chemical Reagent
Co.)solution, heated and stirred in a water bath at 50°C to obtain a
CS solution with a concentration of 3% (w/v). The lumbar puncture
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needle (Xiyanghong medical equipment, Guangzhou) was
immersed in 3% CS solution to form a coating, dried naturally
and then inserted into 1 mol/L sodium hydroxide solution. After
repeating the above process several times, the needle was oven dried
overnight at 65°C. The prepared chitosan conduits were isolated the
next day by soaking in distilled water for 30 min, then dried and
cutted to form a tube with an inner diameter of 1.8 mm, a length of
14 mm, and a thickness of about 1 mm, which was sterilized for use.

The reduced GO (See Supplementary Material 1.1 for the
synthesis method) was prepared into a suspension of 1 mg/mL.
After ultrasonic dispersion, the suspension was diluted 100 times,
and then dropped onto the special copper mesh and mica sheet for
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to evaluate the morphology and properties of
which. Then it was mixed with 3% CS solution and stirred evenly to
obtain a mixed solution with a concentration of 0.075 mg/mL of
graphene. Synthetic tubes for nerve regeneration were formed as
described in the previous paragraph and sterilized for later use.

Microscopic observations and structural
analysis of the synthetic tubes

The above tubes were freeze-dried and were sputter-coated with a
layer of Pt for 120 s. Then the microscopic morphology of the samples
was observed by scanning electron microscope(SEM). The potassium
bromide pellet method (Cai et al., 2022) was used to prepare the
samples for Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis.
In general, the dried samples were ground and mixed with potassium
bromide powder, and then pressed into thin slices in a tablet press.
FTIR (NICOLET8700) was used to analyze the samples, and the
infrared test range was 4,000–400 cm−1. The scan rate was 1 cm−1.
Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Raman spectrometer
(LabRAMHR Evolution) at a laser wavelength of 532 nm, that is, the
change in the crystal structure of the tubes after mixing graphene was
studied by the detection of the characteristic peak of carbon atoms.
The test range is 400–3,000 cm−1.

Physical and chemical properties of the
synthetic tubes

The tensile strength of the conduits was tested using a universal
testing machine at a tensile rate of 1 mm/min. Each group of
experiments was repeated for 5 times, and the stress-strain curve
was drawn to compare the mechanical properties of CST and
G/CST. Subsequently, the water absorption rate of the composite
tubes for 24 h and the degradation rate in vitro for 28 days were
measured, and the specific experimental procedures are described in
the Supplementary Material 1.2 and 1.3.

Assessment of biocompatibility of the
synthetic tubes in vitro

The related experiments in this study were approved by the
Animal Ethics Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Harbin
Medical University, and the procedures met the relevant standards.

Rabbit DPSCs (rDPSCs) were isolated and cultured by tissue block
method (The specific experimental procedures are described in the
SupplementaryMaterial 1.4), SEMwas used to observe the cell adhesion
on the CS and G/CS film, the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5 diphenyl
tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay was used to evaluate the proliferation
of cells cultured on the CS andG/CS films to detect the cytocompatibility
of G/CS film, and Calcein-AM/PI Double Stain Kit (Yeasen) was used
for cell viability assay (Supplementary Material 1.5).

Application of CST and G/CST in vivo

Animal surgical procedures were carried out according to Guides
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals from the Chinese Ministry
of Public Health and U.S. National Institutes of Health. 25 healthy
New Zealand white rabbits weighted 2.3–3.5 kg were provided by the
First Affiliated Hospital of Harbin Medical University. The rabbits had
normal habits and no abnormal movements of facial muscles and
whiskers, then devided into five groups: empty CS tube group (CST
group), empty graphene/CS tube group (G/CST group), CS tube loaded
with DPSCs group (CST + DPSCs group), graphene/CS tube loaded
with DPSCs group (G/CST + DPSCs group) and the autograft group
(Autograft group). After anesthesia, the right cheek branch of the facial
nerve was isolated, and 7 mm of the nerve was cut off, and the nerve
stumps were retracted to form a 10 mm facial nerve defect model. Five
groups of nerve conduits were transplanted into the defect, and the
recovery of facial nerve function and histological regeneration were
observed at corresponding time points. (The specific experimental
procedures are described in the Supplementary Material.)

Statistical analysis

In this study, all data were reported as mean standard deviation
and evaluated using one-way or two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Each experiment was carried out at least thrice.

Results and discussion

Morphological characteristics of graphene
and composite tubes

Facial nerve injury significantly affects both the physical and mental
health of patients (Radwan et al., 2019). Autologous nerve
transplantation is commonly utilized in clinics to repair injuries;
however, it is beset by significant limitations (Markiewicz et al.,
2021). Therefore, it is necessary to find an effective treatment
method comparable to autologous nerve repair (Pan et al., 2020). CS
is a natural polysaccharide with good biocompatibility and has been
shown to promote the adhesion and growth of nerve cells (Şahin et al.,
2022; Xue et al., 2023), which emerges as an outstanding scaffold
material for facial nerve tissue engineering. However, we have
observed limitations with the efficacy of simple CST, as their rapid
degradation impedes their ability to maintain requisite structural
integrity throughout the nerve repair process. This is also a criticism
of many natural polymer materials, and often can be mixed with other
materials to prepare composite materials to improve their physical and
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chemical properties. Studies have demonstrated that nerve scaffolds
fabricated from CS-based composite materials exhibit remarkable
performance and favorable mechanical properties, rendering them
suitable as scaffolds for nerve tissue engineering (Wu et al., 2015).
Therefore, our efforts have focused on identifying mechanical
reinforcement materials to enhance simple CST and meet the
demands of facial nerve repair.

Graphene is a single-layer carbon nanomaterial composed of sp2

hybrid carbon atoms with excellent conductivity and mechanical
properties. In this study, we employed a method involving the
oxidation and reduction of graphite to obtain single-layer sheet
graphene with a regular crystal structure and observe the
morphology. The TEM image of graphene under the light field is
shown in Figure 1A, exhibiting a flat and continuous film suspended on
a copper support grid. Furthermore, the transparent structure of
graphene (Figure 1B), indicated that the thickness of our sample is
very thin, and wrinkles can be observed in some regions of the sample,

which is caused by the superposition of graphene sheets or the coiling of
the edge zone. From the high-resolution lattice image (Figure 1C), it can
be seen that the surface texture of graphene is obvious, flat and ordered,
and presents a single-layer sheet structure. The electron diffraction
pattern (Figure 1D) showed hexagonal diffraction spots, indicating that
the lattice structure of the graphene sample was relatively complete. As
depicted in the AFM image (Figure 1E), the graphene size is between
2–3 μm, with a thickness closed to 1 nm (Figures 1F, G), validating the
successful isolation of a single layer of graphene, characterized by a flat
and uniform surface.

Physicochemical properties of
composite tubes

On that basis, the composite tubes G/CST were prepared as
described above by mixing graphene as reinforcement material with

FIGURE 1
TEM and AFM images of graphene formed after oxidation-reduction reaction in this research. (A) The TEM image of graphene under the light field,
(B) The folds formed in some regions of the samplewere visible under the TEM, (C) TEMhigh-resolution lattice image, (D) The electron diffraction pattern,
(E) AFM image of graphene, (F) The graphene thickness was observed by AFM, (G) The height curve of the underlined area.
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CS in this study, and their morphology, physical and chemical
properties were observed. The photographs (Figure 2A) and SEM
results (Figure 2B) showed that the CST and G/CST prepared
exhibited favorable morphology and lumen structure, with
smooth surfaces devoid of significant collapse or cracks. High-
magnification images revealed uniform distribution of graphene
particles on the tube surface (Figure 2B).

FTIR (Figure 2C) and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 2D) were used
to analyze the composition of the tubes. The FTIR (Figure 2C) showed
that, the absorption peak appeared near 1720 cm-1 in the middle
frequency region, which was attributed to the carbanyl group (C=O)
stretching vibration of carboxylic acid and carbonyl group at the edge of
GO, and it belonged to the C-O-C stretching vibration of GO surface
near 1223 cm-1, the peak near 3,430 cm-1 belonged to the stretching
vibration of hydroxyl group (-OH), and GO had a broad spectrum peak
near this region, which was derived from the water molecules adsorbed
by GO. Therefore, The absorption peak of the bending vibration at
1,623 cm−1, which represented the watermolecule -OH, was also strong.
With the reduction reaction, most of the oxygen-containing absorption
peaks gradually weakened or flattened, indicating that GO had been

reduced. The absorption peak caused by C-OH vibration at 3,430,
1,676 and 1045 cm−1 was still present, the possible reason was that the
reduced product still contains some oxygen groups, or water or
hydroxyl groups adsorbed on the surface of the sample.
Additionally, the FTIR spectra indicated the successful combination
of CS and graphene. For CS, a broad band spanning from 3,000 to
3,500 cm−1 was observed, attributable to the overlapping vibrational
spectra of the -OHand the specific spectrumof the amine group (-NH2)
in the material. After the recombination of graphene and CS, the peak
spectrum around 3,000 to 3,500 cm−1 became wider and stronger,
indicating that after the combination of graphene and CS, some
oxygen-containing group stretching vibration appeared
superposition, while the peak around 1,676 cm−1 weakened. This
indicates that some unreduced oxygen-containing groups on the
surface of graphene form hydrogen bonds with CS, which marks
the successful binding of graphene and CS. Raman spectra
(Figure 2D) showed the characteristic peaks of graphene: The D
peak (1,350 cm−1) represents the sp3 hybrid structure or edge defect
and the G peak (1,580 cm−1) generated by the vibration of sp2 carbon
atom. It can be seen from the figure that after reduction, the obtained

FIGURE 2
Physicochemical Properties of CST and G/CST. (A) The photographs of CST and G/CST, (B) SEM results of the CST and G/CST (up: longitudinal
dimension; middle: cross section; down: high-magnification images), (C) FTIR spectrum of GO, G, CS and G/CS, (D) Raman spectra of CS and G/CS, (E)
Stress-strain curve of CST and G/CST, (F) Water absorption of CST and G/CST, (G) The degradation rate of CST and G/CST.. (SEM and TEM represent
scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy respectively; CS, G, G/CS and GO respectively stand for: chitosan, graphene,
chitosan composite with graphene and graphene oxide).
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graphene still exhibited certain defects. The Raman spectrum of CS has
no significant wave peak, after combined with the graphene, the
composite has two obvious graphene characteristic peaks around
1,350 and 1,580 cm−1, however, compared with graphene, the peak
value of the composite was relatively weakened and widened, indicating
that CS and graphene were successfully combined. The result revealed
prominent characteristic peaks in our graphene oxide (GO) and
graphene samples. After the reduction reaction, the degree of
graphene reduction was high, with evident two-dimensional crystal
characteristics, the curve after the combination of the graphene and CS
can still see the characteristic peak of graphene, but the peak will be
weakened or widened, which may be due to the surface of reduced
graphene still has oxygen-containing groups, which can form chemical
bonds with the amino group or hydroxyl group on the surface of
chitosan, allowing for successful integration with CS. The effective
combination of the two is conducive to the formation of a smooth and
uniform nerve conduit, and enhance the mechanical properties of
the conduit.

Subsequently, the mechanical properties, water absorption and
degradation of the composite tubes were tested. Figure 2E showed
that CST and G/CST had good mechanical properties, with the
addition of graphene, the tensile strength of CST was further
enhanced, increased from 21.51 to 28.86 MPa and they had a
relatively stable stress level, consistent with those of the spectral
analysis described above. Furthermore, water absorption (Figure 2F)
test demonstrated that G/CST exhibited a favorable water
absorption around 88.75% ± 7.45%, and there was no significant
difference in which compared with CST group, whose water
absorption rate is 85.39% ± 4.1%, it is proved that the material
we prepared has good hydrophilicity, which is conducive to
maintaining its own stability in liquid and is conducive to neural
cell survival. Moreover, the degradation rate of G/CST was lower
than that of CST (Figure 2G), CS, as an organic polysaccharide, has a
large number of hydrophilic groups on its surface, so it has good
hydrophilia. When the simple CST contacts with water, the polymer
network is further expanded, so the degradation rate is faster. After
adding graphene, graphene and CS form molecular bonds (Elhami
et al., 2024), slowing down the process of molecular network
expansion. The mechanical strength was enhanced and the
degradation rate was slowed down without affecting
hydrophilicity, potentially allowing more time for the proximal
end of the defective nerve to grow into the distal end. These
results consist with the study of Afsharpour et al. (Wang et al.,
2016; Afsharpour et al., 2023), indicate that G/CST possesses good
mechanical properties, water stability and degradation stability,
which are beneficial for cell growth and tissue repair. The G/CST
we prepared effectively addressed the issues of poor strength and
rapid degradation associated with CS, demonstrate the potential of
graphene as a mechanical reinforcement material for application in
tissue engineering scaffolds.

CST and G/CST have good cytocompatibility
with DPSCs

The primary factor of ideal nerve conduit is good
biocompatibility. The good biocompatibility of CS has been
widely recognized (Li et al., 2014). Graphene as a reinforcing

material is also important for the biological behavior of cells,
graphene/CS composite films were cultured with DPSCs isolated
from rabbit incisors (Isolation and identification methods and
results are described in the Supplementary Material.) to evaluate
their cytocompatibility. As shown in Figure 3, CS and G/CS had
good cell compatibility, which have the potential to prepare facial
nerve graft. This is consistent with the findings of Li et al. (Guo
et al., 2016).

G/CST and DPSCs promoted facial nerve
regeneration and remyelination

Graphene can not only promote the proliferation of neural stem
cells, but also have a certain nerve repair function (Tang et al., 2013;
Li et al., 2016). Li et al. also suggested that graphene-related
hydrogels could effectively promote the adhesion and
proliferation of Schwann cells, and the cells showed a higher
ability to release biological factors (Serrano et al., 2014; Shah
et al., 2014). Incorporating a graphene nano-coating within the
nerve repair conduit has been shown to enhance peripheral nerve
regeneration, underscoring the significant potential of graphene-
based nanotechnology in peripheral nerve repair (Qian et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2019). In this study, graphene was added to CS as a
reinforcing material to prepare the composite tubes G/CST.
Compared with CST, G/CST exhibits enhanced mechanical
properties, good cytocompatibility, good water absorption and
stable degradation, these properties make it suitable for further
investigation in vivo for the repair of facial nerve injuries.

The neural tube is lack of active functional components, and the
promoting effect on nerve regeneration needs to be improved. Stem
cell transplantation technology is a good solution. Schwann cells are
crucial for nerve injury repair and regeneration (Gong et al., 2014;
Sun et al., 2018). However, the repair efficacy of endogenous
Schwann cells is limited, the application of exogenous Schwann
cells or seed cells with similar functions may prove beneficial for
injury repair (Heng et al., 2016; Kristjan and Rhona, 2019). Among
various cell types, DPSCs have emerged as one of the most
promising candidates (Martens et al., 2013a; Ullah et al., 2016)
and they have been demonstrated as an ideal stem cell type for
neural regeneration (Mu et al., 2022). Then, in this study, DPSCs
were seeded into the G/CST and applied to rabbit facial nerve
injuries (Figure 4A), the facial whisker direction (Figure 4B), the
whisker movement analysis (Figure 4C), and the
electrophysiological detection technology (Figures 4D, E)
demonstrated that the G/CST combined with DPSCs effectively
repaired facial nerve injuries, the functional recovery is better than
the other three groups, but not as good as the Autograft group (For
the analysis of the recovery of rabbit facial nerve function, please see
Supplementary Material 2.2).

After the functional evaluation of the regenerated nerve, the
regenerated nerve-like tissues were taken and fixed for histological
observation. As shown in Supplementary Figure S2, HE results and
IHC analysis showed that the combination of CST and DPSCs could
increase the number of nerve fibers, facilitated myelin sheath
regeneration, and increase the number of Schwann-like cells
(Wang and Li, 2017; Kister and Kister, 2023). Hence, we
proposed that G/CST + DPSCs promote the regeneration of two
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types of nerve cells—axon cells and Schwann-like cells, which is
consistent with functional evaluations and histological observations
of the regenerated nerves. DPSCs have strong neuroprotective and
neurogenic functions (Guo et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2020), making
them promising candidates for cell-based therapies in peripheral
nerve injury treatment (Martens et al., 2013b; Martens et al., 2014).
However, the mechanism of the use of composite remains to be
explored. Does DPSCs differentiate into Schwann cells (Al-Zer et al.,
2015; Mohan and Ramalingam, 2020), or cell differentiation play an
important role that the G/CST and DPSCs create a conducive repair
microenvironment (Cai et al., 2017; Kolar et al., 2017) that sustains
the proliferation and differentiation capabilities of seed cells while
fostering the regeneration and maturation of myelin sheaths and
axons (Ullah et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2018) need to be explored. In the
present study, we hypothesized that the DPSCs seeded in the G/CST
could differentiate into Schwann-like cells in the excellent
regeneration microenvironment created by the composite tubes
promotes wound healing, suggesting that the prepared G/CST
have excellent properties and is a promising material for tissue
engineering nerve conduit, the combination of DPSCs and G/CST
provides a therapeutic idea for the repair of facial nerve injury.

Additionally, several limitations were encountered in this study.
Firstly, the conduit wall utilized in this study featured a relatively
dense structure. Prior to application, we manually introduced holes
in the side wall of the conduit to facilitate material exchange at the
injured site. Although additional pores gradually formed with the
degradation of CS, where remains room for further improvement in
this regard. Moreover, while graphene boasts excellent conductivity
and drug-loading properties, these advantageous features were not
fully utilized in the present study. These deficiencies may have
contributed to the treatment’s inability to match the efficacy of
autologous nerve repair. Secondly, the method of delivering DPSCs
involved implanting cells into the hollow conduit via artificial
rotation, resulting in significant cell loss. At the same time, the
retention and survival rate of cells after transplantation into vivo are
low, which is also the main reason for the unsatisfactory efficacy of
stem cell technology at present (Traverse et al., 2012). To address
these issues, we have tried to investigate the use of a sponge as a cell
carrier to fill the nerve conduit, and consider adding cytokines for
immunomodulatory or neuroprotective effects (Drowley et al.,
2010), with ongoing research aimed at optimizing this approach
and anticipating further results. Moving forward, we aim to address

FIGURE 3
CS and G/CS membrane have good cytocompatibility with DPSCs. (A) SEM showed that the cells adhered well to the membrane for 24 h, with a
typical long spindle cell morphology, (B)MTT assay showed there was no inhibitory effect on the proliferation of DPSCs on the 1st, 3rd and 5th day, with
the extension of time, both groups of cells showed a proliferative state, and there was no significant difference between the two groups (p > 0.05). (C)
Live/dead cell staining experiments showed that after 3 days of culture, DPSCs in both groups grewwell, (D) Statistical analysis of living cells showed
that there was no significant difference in cell number between the two groups (p > 0.05). The experiment was conducted utilizing analysis of variance
(ANOVA), with each experiment independently replicated a minimum of three times. Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical
significance was determined at p < 0.05.
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these limitations through continued exploration in related fields.
Further investigations into the underlying mechanisms are
anticipated to provide a comprehensive understanding of the
function of G/CST containing DPSCs, enriching the fundamental
theory of G/CST-mediated facial nerve injury repair mechanisms.
Ultimately, these insights will inform the development of novel
strategies for clinical applications in facial nerve injury repair.

Conclusion

In this study, for the first time, the mechanically reinforced
composite tubes G/CST with excellent biocompatibility

combined with DPSCs has a significant repair effect on facial
nerve injury. This success underscores the potential of G/CST as
a tissue-engineered nerve conduit and validates the effectiveness
of DPSCs in facial nerve injury repair. These findings not only
provide a theoretical foundation but also offer innovative repair
strategies for tissue engineering approaches aimed at facial nerve
injury repair. However, there are still some shortcomings in this
study. In the future, we will conduct in-depth research on the
microstructure of the conduit, the loading mode of cells and the
mechanism of the composite conduit. At the same time, we will
try to make full use of the electrical conductivity of graphene and
maximize the advantages of the composite conduit of graphene
and chitosan.

FIGURE 4
G/CST and DPSCs Promoted Recovery of Facial Nerve Function. (A) In vitro (up) and in vivo (down) observation of nerve grafts, (B)Observation of the
direction of the beard at 1week and 12weeks, (C)Whiskermovement analysis at different time points, (D) Peak amplitude of CMAPs, (E) Proximal latency of
CMAPs. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, (n = 5).
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